
Lesson 4 

Many people waste food. Most probably
are careful not to throw away prime rib or T-
bone steaks. However, they may throw away
leftovers that could provide a meal tomorrow.

People waste food in other ways too. In
our day of affluence, the most common way
they waste it is in undisciplined, indulgent
overeating. Overeating is not only a waste of
food; the food also “goes to the waist,” caus-
ing all kinds of health problems. Gluttony,
eating more than necessary, is strictly con-
demned in both Old and New Testaments.

Too many live to eat instead of eating to
live. That sounds extreme, but consider
these words from the Apostle Paul: “Many
walk, of whom I have told you often, and
now tell you even weeping, that they are the
enemies of the cross of Christ: whose end is
destruction, whose God is their belly, and
whose glory is in their shame, who mind
earthly things” (Philippians 3:18, 19). Paul is
speaking about a way of life ruled by selfish
desires. Eating to satisfy one’s desires is only
one aspect of such a lifestyle.

If it’s not good for you, consider giving it
up. Are candy bars, lattes, French fries, and
sodas becoming the drugs or cigarettes of
some people? How firm a grip do such eating
and drinking habits have on Christians? It is
easy for them to think, Sure, I like my two
bottles of soda pop each day—I need the caf-
feine—but I could easily enough quit drink-
ing them. However, when people start to
think about quitting, these kinds of thoughts
come next: But I don’t need to quit. It’s not
wrong to drink them. And I like them. I can
afford to buy them, so why should I quit?
How can a person take up her cross and deny
herself if she does not have the will to end a
habit that harms her body—the temple of
the Holy Spirit?

One of the big jokes of the century is the
way we North Americans have to step out of
our comfortable cars and jog to stay alive!
Obesity is the second most preventable

cause of death in the United States. The
Bible places gluttony on the same plane as
drunkenness: “The drunkard and the glutton
shall come to poverty” (Proverbs 23:21).

Although Grandmother has the family in
for Thanksgiving dinner, she is concerned.
She says that “Let your moderation be
known to all men” includes eating. She says
it is wrong to overeat even on special occa-
sions and holidays. “Whether therefore ye
eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to
the glory of God” (1 Corinthians 10:31).

Gluttony is a sin we cannot hide. 
It is eventually exposed!

or, in other words

“Those who indulge, bulge.”

Teenage girls who gain a lot of weight can
often blame it on skipping breakfast and
eating junk food later. A good, simple break-
fast helps you get off to a much better day
and makes it much easier to refrain from
unhealthy snacking later. Junk food aggra-
vates skin blemishes and weight problems. A
balanced diet brings out the glow in your
skin and hair, adds a sparkle to your eyes,
and gives wit to your brain.

Simple lifestyle changes can relieve
depression and improve performance. Get
several hours of sleep before midnight, drink
plenty of water, take in thirty minutes of
sunshine, exercise or walk thirty minutes,
choose fresh and healthy foods, think posi-
tive thoughts and say positive words, spend
time in God’s Word, sing hymns, and main-
tain a moderate weight.

“Early to bed, early to rise, makes a man
healthy, wealthy, and wise” is sound reason-
ing, even though our goal is not to become
wealthy. Getting enough sleep is good for
your health. And it’s good for your school-
work too. How often have you gone to school
after a late night and been grumpy, frumpy,
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and unable to think?
“Do you carrot all for a carrot?” grinned

Molly’s brother as he handed some to her. To
avoid huge medical bills, indulge more often
in fruits and vegetables and less often in
sweets. Eat three regular meals, one of them
breakfast, every day, avoiding snacks. Then
you won’t need to rely on doctors and pills to
work the big miracles.

Health advertisements attempt to make
you feel like a failure; but remember, only in
affluent countries can you buy expensive
vitamins and organic foods. Eat nutritious
food and practice temperance in work
habits and diets. For most, this eliminates
the need for vitamins, supplements, and
expensive health foods.

Slow down; avoid stress. Experts estimate
that 80% of diseases are linked to frantic
living. If your life is a rat race of going and
doing, it’s time to take inventory and cut out
some things. Ask God for wisdom; acknowl-
edge Him, and He will direct your life
(Proverbs 3:5, 6).

Finances, or worry about them, affect
people’s health, and health affects their
finances, especially when they cannot work.
So live within your means by spending less
than you have.

“Use it up, wear it out, make it do, or do
without.” This little ditty comes from the
days of the Great Depression. It’s quite easy
for us to think it’s outdated. We’re able to
have new and better things, whether or not
we need them. So why not buy them? We
need to examine that attitude in light of our
focus on living as the Lord Jesus did—com-

pletely for God’s glory, and not at all for our
selfish pleasures. Then we will understand
that having less for ourselves so that I can
give others more is the best way to live.

Here are some more attainable habits.
Add these to the ones from previous lessons:

•Set goals, and give yourself simple
rewards when you reach them.

•Practice being neat and clean in your
appearance. Practice good posture.

•Maintain and follow a schedule for per-
sonal devotions, chores, and schoolwork.

•Never envy others’ skills. But you may
learn from and emulate them.

•Floss only the teeth you want to keep.
•Don’t overeat, but clean your plate.
Don’t dip more than you will eat.

•Don’t supersize, even if it only costs
forty-nine cents more.

•View time seriously. Think of time as a
loan to you from God.

•“Use it up, wear it out, make it do, or do
without.” And rejoice in doing it.

•Learn to work quickly, thoroughly, and
cheerfully.

•Practice the Golden Rule.
•Sing or hum hymns.
•Be ready on time—or ahead of time—so
that no one has to wait on you.

•Accept advice meekly and thankfully,
even if it comes in a way that isn’t pleas-
ant.

•When you do a job or chore, do it right.
“Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do
it with thy might” (Ecclesiastes 9:10).
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Ask your mother or grandmother to suggest three or four more attainable habits.
Write them here.

1.
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Complete the sentences.

2. Two ways of wasting food are and .

3. Overeating not only is a of food, it also “goes to your ,” 

which can lead to many kinds of problems.

4. Eating more than necessary is called .

5. “The drunkard and the shall come to ” (Proverbs 23:21).

6. Paul wrote of some of the enemies of the Gospel as those “whose God is their 

, and whose glory is in their , who mind
things.”

7. Advertisers attempt to make you feel like a failure, but remember that it is only in 

countries that you can buy expensive vitamins and organic foods.

8. Probably _________ percent of diseases are related to frantic living.

9. This one-liner comes from the days of the Great Depression: “Use it up, it 

out, make it , or do .”

10. The second most preventable cause of death in the United States is .

11. Excessive overeating is wrong anytime, even on special occasions and .

Follow the directions.

12. Write 1 Corinthians 10:31. 

13. List five habits from this lesson that you could profit from attaining or growing in.
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LOOKING BACK . . .
Write true or false.

14. A primary goal of the Christian is to preserve the earth’s resources.

15. Life consists of mostly large decisions with a few small things thrown in.

16. The person who is not faithful in small things will not likely be faithful in things of
greater importance.

17. The primary focus of voluntary simplicity is on sacrificing.

18. Christians are not interested in recycling or preserving natural resources because we
can trust God to supply our needs.

19. Because we are products of our upbringing, we cannot help it if we have expensive
tastes.

Complete the sentences.

20. “ not, not” refers to the idea that if you keep (instead of
squandering) something, you will still have it when you need it.

21. What began as a may soon become a convenience; and soon after that, 

we begin to see it as a .

22. “A woman can throw out more with a than a man can bring in with a 

.”

23. One simple rule of good stewardship is “Take care of property— and 

.”

24. Voluntary simplicity is the choosing of a simpler lifestyle in order to have more to .

Follow the directions.

25. Tell why, according to Luke 16:10, it is important to be faithful in small things.

26. Name two “mentalities” we should try to avoid having.
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Basis
A charge to keep I have,

A God to glorify, 
A never dying soul to save,

To fit it for the sky. 

Arm me with jealous care,
As in Thy sight to live;

And Thy poor servant, Lord, prepare
A strict account to give.

–Charles Wesley

Better Plan
Molly, as a student volunteer at the infor-

mation desk at the local hospital, smiled
warmly as a distressed lad cautiously
approached. Molly had noticed his troubled
family waiting in the emergency room

lounge. He had come to use the vending
machine, and it had just “eaten” one of his
quarters. Molly grabbed a quarter from her
pocket and returned to the machine with
Johnnie. She watched his disappointment
turn to relief as he saw his cold drink slide
down the shoot.

Can you guess who had a warm heart as
she left for home that evening? “Our lives
are for others!” Molly had built in a plan to
be able to help others, even in a simple way.
“If you want to be happy, make others
happy.”

“Where there is no vision, the people
perish” (Proverbs 29:18). Get a vision for
serving God with your money—using it for
His glory, not for your own desires. Make it a
habit to plan ahead to be able to help others. 
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To prepare for the quiz . . .

Review all the vocabulary words in this section.

Review all of the Looking Back sections.

Review the work you did in Lesson 4.

Tell your teacher when you are ready to take the quiz.

Lesson 5 Quiz 1

SECTION 2

B



Budgeting is a disciplined, honest
accounting of income and expenses, setting
goals and safe limits, providing freedom from
anxiety as you manage your income for
short-term and long-term goals. In your
budget, give priority to the Lord’s work.
Live on less so you can give more. Everything
is already God’s. Begin budgeting while
you’re single; after marriage, you’ll reap the
benefits. Husbands love it when their wives
know how to control their spending.

Anyone who makes or spends money
should have a budget. It doesn’t have to be a
written budget that you redo every month,
but it should at least give an idea of income
and expenses.

To make a budget, you’ll need to keep an
accurate record of income and expenses.
Income is usually less trouble to track than
expenses. Look at the following record of
Megan’s income and expenses for the months
of April and May.
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April Income April Expenses May Income May expenses
$25.00 Giving $15.00 $23.50 Giving $20.00
$23.12 Shoes $36.50 $18.25 Youth outing $17.00
$27.50 Misc. $12.50 $26.75 School yearbook $14.50
$15.00 Card & gift $10.90 $22.90 Misc. $13.00

90.62 Savings Acct $19.00 91.40 Savings Acct $26.00
93.90 90.50

BUDGET

Lesson 6 Budget

Vocabulary
budget – a plan for spending, giving, and saving your income

interest – money you pay to a lender for the use of the money you borrow from

him (Interest is usually a percentage of the total amount you borrowed.)

overdraft – occurs when you write a check for more money than is in your check-

ing account

receipt – cash register printout or other written record from a business showing

that you paid them money

Megan’s parents still take care of most of
her needs. They have her buy her own shoes,
and have asked her to put at least 20% of all
she makes into a savings account. She can
spend money out of her savings account if
her father agrees to the purchase. Her parents
take care of all school expenses, including

field trip costs.
On April 1, Megan had $17.29 in her purse.

She tries to keep between ten and twenty
dollars of cash with her.

Megan’s needs are few. She enjoys giving
and feels ten percent is the Lord’s already, so
she usually gives 14-17%, and more in months
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when she has fewer expenses. When she gets
her pay for helping in a greenhouse, she sets
aside cash for the portion she plans to give,
putting it into a special pocket in her purse.
She refuses to spend that part. She puts 20%
(usually rounded up to the nearest dollar)
into her savings account immediately. But
since she likes to see her savings account
grow, she often puts nearly all the money
that’s not needed for something else into
savings at the end of the month. Her Dad
says that is wise, and lets her spend from her
savings for things she really needs or wants,
as long as he feels her desires are reason-
able—and she trusts his judgment. Megan’s
parents don’t think she needs a checking
account yet, and are asking her to wait until
she is 18.

Now you’ve seen two months of Megan’s
income and expenses. Let’s make a budget
for her. For Megan, the bigger expenses
(shoes, youth outing, school yearbook) are all
one-time expenses. The card and gift in April
may occur again in other months, though it
doesn’t appear in May. For Megan’s simple
budget, a category called “Larger expenses”
covers those occasional items. Most months
will include one or more of them. When an
unexpectedly larger expense comes along,
Megan may ask her dad if she can withdraw
from savings to meet it. As long as she does
not do this often, the bank does not penalize
her for withdrawals. And Dad says it’s much
easier for her to save her money if it’s in the
account than if it’s in her pocket.
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From what you see in Megan’s income and expenses, fill out these categories with
suggested figures for her monthly budget.

1. Monthly income: 

Monthly expenses

Giving

Larger expenses

Misc.

Savings Acct

Discuss with your teacher the possibility of making a budget of your own.

2. This exercise is optional because everyone’s situation is different. You may not be earning any
money right now. Or it may not be suitable for you to track a month’s income and expenses be-
cause of the time of year. Even if you can’t do this as an assignment to be turned in, you would
find it very valuable to do for your own sake. And if you can’t do it now because you don’t earn
money, you can still make a budget when and if you begin earning.

A budget identifies income and sets up a
plan for giving, saving, and spending. To
begin a budget, track your income and
expenditures for a period of time, and then
use what you learn to plan for future
expenses.

To properly budget, you should write

down all expenditures immediately. Some
find it helpful to file all receipts in a manila
envelope. If you ever find yourself asking,
“Where has it all gone?” you need a budget
to help you find out. For many items it’s
good to retain the receipt as a proof of pur-
chase should the item be defective. How long
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to keep receipts varies, depending on the use
and expense of the item.

Set spending limits for each category, and
hold to them. Total all categories to the
penny. You may even find you enjoy seeing
the numbers come out right (or finding the
problem when they don’t). If you are “math-
ematically challenged,” and the pennies
never seem to come out right, keep trying,
but don’t let the pennies stress you. Round
off your numbers and start each month
afresh. While it’s nice to be completely accu-
rate, it’s not so important that you should
waste hours chasing pennies.

Set aside money for tithes and giving
immediately after receiving income, before
spending any on other things. Plan to give
generously; you won’t out-give your Lord. Set
aside a portion for savings immediately also.

Build in a margin; spend less than you
make. Don’t be foolish: “There is treasure to
be desired and oil in the dwelling of the wise;
but a foolish man spendeth it up” (Proverbs
21:20). Don’t let that five- or ten-dollar bill
(or even that one-dollar bill) “burn a hole in
your pocket.”

Balance your checkbook monthly—or
more often if you make many purchases.
Many banks have automated phone systems
you can use to monitor bank balances and
purchases. A few minutes on the phone each
week can help you keep records up to date
and your checkbook balanced.

If you have a checking account, be careful
to avoid bank fees or charges for insufficient
funds. One way to avoid insufficient fund
charges is to keep an extra amount (perhaps
$50 or $100) in your account that you do not
include in your totals in your check register.
Just pretend it’s not there. This gives you
room for error in mathematics or even for
small emergencies. And it’s worth it, because

overdraft charges are steep—up to $50.00
or more. Some banks have plans where
money is taken from your savings account to
cover such overdrafts so that you avoid
insufficient fund charges.

Pay your bills promptly to avoid late fees
and because it’s the right thing to do.

Don’t borrow money if you don’t need to.
If you incur a debt, make your payments on
time, and do your best to pay off the debt
early—you’ll save in the amount of interest
you pay.

A simple, painless way to save money for
a special purpose is to collect all your quar-
ters—or all change. You’ll be surprised how
fast it adds up.

Don’t window-shop, especially if you can’t
keep window-shopping from becoming real
shopping. Window-shopping, for many people,
feeds discontent and covetousness. Stay out
of stores unless you have a good reason to be
there. “Shop till you drop” is not a God-hon-
oring practice. On the other hand, window-
shopping (defined as “just looking at what’s
there, and not letting it lead to buying”) is
definitely better than wasting money buying
things you don’t need.

Learn to sew, and learn to enjoy doing it.
Making your own clothing will save you
money and provide you with better made
clothing. Besides, it can be difficult to find
ready-made clothing that is appropriate and
modest.

Don’t be afraid of buying secondhand.
Many people indiscriminately get rid of
barely-used clothing, furniture, appliances,
automobiles, and other useful things, simply
to replace them with brand-new ones. Thus,
those whose hearts are set on more important
things can often buy good-quality used items
inexpensively at yard sales or thrift stores.
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Answer these questions.

3. a. According to the section introduction, how do we serve God with our money?
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b. What habit does the introduction encourage you to form?

c. What else does it suggest you begin doing while you’re single?

4. Who should make a budget? 

5. What two categories come first? (You should set aside money for these first.)

6. Explain the meaning of the metaphor “burn a hole in your pocket.” 

7. For what two reasons should you pay bills promptly?

8. a. What are the dangers of window-shopping?

b. On the other hand, what is strictly window-shopping better than?

Complete the sentences.

9. The first principle in making a budget is to remember that “It all belongs to .”

10. A budget identifies and sets up a plan for , 

, and that income. 

11. To begin a budget, you must first track your and for a 

period of time, and then use what you learn to plan for future .

12. A budget will help you answer the question, “Where ?”

13. A budget should have a built-in —plan to spend than 
you make.

14. Balance your checkbook at least .

15. Be careful to avoid bank fees or charges for funds (also called overdraft
charges).

16. Do not money unnecessarily, and make on time if you 

do. Paying off a debt early will usually mean you pay less .

17. Because people in our luxury-oriented, throwaway society so quickly replace almost-new items, 

it is relatively easy to find good clothing, furniture, etc.
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18. You will never the Lord.

LOOKING BACK . . .
Complete the sentences.

19. Some people waste food by it away instead of eating it; not using leftovers is
one way this is done.

20. Others waste food by (a sin that the Bible calls ), which 

is one reason so many people have a problem with (being overweight).

21. Obesity leads to many problems and is the second most
cause of death in the U.S.

22. We do not want to be counted among those “whose God is their , and whose 

glory is in their , who mind things.”

23. Probably eighty percent of diseases are related to living—today’s fast pace
of life.

24. Excessive is wrong anytime.

25. Today’s emphasis on vitamins, supplements, and organic foods is a phenomenon only in 

countries, for in many countries, people struggle just to get enough to eat.

Follow the directions.

26. Tell what two kinds of people Proverbs 23:21 says will “come to poverty.”

27. Complete this ditty from the Depression era: “Use it up, 

.”

28. Write 1 Corinthians 10:31 by memory. 

29. Complete these verses:

a. “It is required in ” 
(1 Corinthians 4:2).

b. “Ye cannot ” (Matthew 6:24; Luke 16:13).
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Your friends’ opinions influence your
thinking and emotions and even your dollars.
We would be amazed to know how much
young people spend simply in order to fit
into a group.

So, be with a good crowd. Form godly
friendships. Peer pressure is real. It can
seem so important to have friends and be
part of the “in” group. When we shop with
Mother, she is always in a hurry. But with a
friend, we can stroll leisurely through the
mall. Then we can eat out, savoring the fine
restaurants.

The lifestyle of our society can affect us.
Are you and your friends intoxicated by the
lure of things—coordinating accessories and
matching bedsheets, room decorations, shoes
for every occasion, scrapbooking and rubber
stamps, latest models and fashions, auto
accessories (Is what you drive a status
symbol?), electronics (constantly upgrading
cameras, cell phones, computers), and expen-
sive trips? Such intoxication spoils Christians
for service. Too often the Lord’s money
entrusted to them is not available to Him. 

The wise man wrote, “He that walketh
with wise men shall be wise: but a compan-
ion of fools shall be destroyed” (Proverbs
13:20). You will become like those you are
with. Paul wrote, “Be not deceived: evil com-
munications corrupt good manners” (1
Corinthians 15:33). That last phrase in
modern language would be, “Keeping bad
company will turn your good behavior to
bad.”

Molly and her mother were making sand-
wiches for the schoolchildren’s lunches.
“Mother, what did Brother John mean last
night when he said ‘Few children of wealthy
parents are going into the Lord’s work’?”

“Some souls are ruined by easy money,”
Mother began. “‘Easy going makes crooked

rivers and crooked men,’ my father used to
say. Most millionaires are first-generation.
They worked hard, skimped and saved, but
their children didn’t have to, so for them it’s
easy come, easy go.”

Mother continued. “Our goal is to live as
economically as possible, putting everything
above our necessities into the Lord’s work.
Though, I admit, Father has to remind me
sometimes that a Christian either leaves his
wealth or goes to it.”

“I guess having a husband could be help-
ful in that way.” Molly’s face reddened as she
spoke. “I mean, you don’t face peer pressures
as much after you’re married, and if you do,
you can help each other, right?”

“Well,” Mother chuckled. “Yes, that is one
good reason for having a godly husband.”
She continued, more soberly, “But don’t
think you won’t face peer pressure when you
get older or when you get married. You will.
The temptation ‘to keep up with the Joneses’
doesn’t go away. But a husband and wife
with similar convictions can really help each
other. I often thank God for your father.”

A thoughtful Molly closed the lids on the
lunch boxes. “Didn’t Brother John say, ‘The
affluence of Christians in North America is a
more serious threat to the church here than
persecution is in repressive countries’?”

“Yes, he did,” Mother replied. “And
besides that, the world watches Christians
with a critical eye. Many unsaved people
know Jesus taught us to love our neighbors.
They see glaring inconsistencies when
Christians indulge in magnificent homes,
luxurious cars, dream vacations and cruises,
gourmet foods, and costly clothes. It’s a poor
testimony to consume so much when much of
the world lives in poverty. We say we follow
Jesus and live for others, but people won’t
believe us if we do not live it.
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Lesson 7 Build Healthy Friendships

BUILD HEALTHY FRIENDSHIPS
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Look through this list of values.

Beauty Faith Honesty Kindness Service

Commitment Faithfulness Humility Love Spirituality

Compassion Family Independence Popularity Submission

Creativity Friendliness Individuality Relationships Support

Duty Friendship Integrity Reputation Thrift

Empathy Generosity Intelligence Responsibility Trust

Equality Harmony Interdependence Safety Truth

Fairness Health Justice Self-worth Welcoming

At a, write a value from the list that is important to you. 
At b, write one or two ways you can cultivate that value in your life. 
At c, tell how the value can affect your use of money.

1. a. b. 
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“Father and I, some years ago, decided to
find practical ways to apply Jesus’ teachings
about money. We try to invest everything
above what we need for essentials in the
Lord’s work. Of course, what is ‘essential’ is
always open to discussion. We have a farm to
operate and that takes a certain amount of
available cash. And, of course, we have the
mortgage to pay off. We could pay it off more
quickly if we put all our resources toward it,
but we feel we should be giving more to others
instead of spending money on ourselves, even
if it is to pay off a loan.

“We don’t want to waste our lives accu-
mulating riches that may fall into the devil’s
hands—money that could be used for eternal
blessing. And it’s not our goal to leave a
large inheritance to our children. We hope
you and the rest of our children will want to
forsake all for Christ’s sake too, and that you
won’t mind not receiving a lot of money
when we die.”

“And having others in our church who
believe and practice like we do certainly

makes it easier for us to keep that commit-
ment. Though even in our group there are
some we are afraid have forgotten the dan-
gers of wealth and comfortable living. It
would be much harder to practice a self-
denying lifestyle if no one else in our broth-
erhood felt it was necessary.

“But, like Father reminds us, we need to
be careful not to think all Christians must do
it the same way we do. They won’t. But if
they are serious about living for Jesus, they
will find ways to use their money for the
good of others and for God’s kingdom.”

Molly wondered, “Does not laying up
treasures on earth mean Christians
shouldn’t have money in the bank?”

“I don’t think so,” Mother replied. “At
least, Father and I have a savings account.
But we use it sort of as an emergency fund
to draw on when we need extra. We don’t try
to keep it growing, but like to have enough
in it to replace a vehicle or cover several
mortgage payments.” 


